
CLASS 6- CAIE



SUB TOPIC

EVAPORATION,
BOILING AND

CONDENSATION



Guidelines for students for this module:

 Wherever it is written as ‘ Notes for copy’
please copy only those slides in class work
copy not the other slides.
Wherever it is written as ‘ To be printed’

please take a print out and paste in your
notebook.



An animation of the behaviour of water molecules as they are
heated through the states of solid, liquid and then gas can be seen
in the following video.

 In the initial part of the video you can see the molecules in
solid state (ice). Molecules are arranged in a definite
pattern and vibrate on their position.

 As particles get heat, slowly you hear the sound increasing
and particles are seen moving faster. Particles are now
moving around, in and out of each other. This is liquid
state of water. One or two molecules can be seen escaping.

 As particles get more heat, they start moving very fast in
all direction. With more energy they move away from each
other and take all the available space. This is gaseous
state.



FOR THE 2 VIDEOS CLICK ON LINK UNDER
CHEMISTRY CIE. A WORD DOCUMENT WILL BE
DOWNLOADED. ACCESS THE LINK FROM HERE.

VIDEO 1

VIDEO  2

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dHJmOH38agY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rk9r4CHEFqM&
feature=youtu.be

Before going to the next slide, in rough not down in
points your conclusion from the video.



We understand that

 Matter can be changed from one state to another on changing the
temperature.

 When a substance changes from one state to another, the particles
do not change in size, only the distance and force of attraction
between the particles and their speed changes.

 A liquid changes into gas on absorbing energy (increasing
temperature and the following changes take place –

a) The particles of liquid move faster and spread out.

b) The attractive forces between the particles becomes weak.

c) The distance between the particles of liquid increases.



Liquid can change into gas depending on
temperature by any one of the two process-

EVAPORATION or   BOILING
EVAPORATION and BOILING- movement of particles



We understand that liquid can change into gas depending

on temperature by any one of the two process-

EVAPORATION   or   BOILING
 Evaporation takes place at a liquid’s surface and

occurs over a wider temperature range as the surface
particles get more energy from the surroundings. The
energy from the surroundings doesn’t reach the body
of the liquid so it doesn’t boil.

 Boiling will happen when any liquid reaches a fixed
temperature (under standard conditions) it will change
from liquid to gas in the body of the liquid, creating
bubbles of gas and boiling.

SEE PREVIOUS SLIDE AGAIN



Differences between boiling and evaporation.



BOILING POINT
 It is the constant (fixed) temperature at which a

liquid changes into gas, i.e. boils.
 Boiling point of a pure substance is always same

eg pure water will always boil at 100 ºC.
 Different substance have different boiling points.
 Boiling point changes due to presence of

impurities.
 Hence boiling point determines purity of a

substance.



 A gas changes into liquid on releasing energy (decreasing
temperature, cooling) and the following changes take place –
a) The particles move slower and come closer.
b) The attractive forces between the particles increases.
c) The distance between the particles of liquid decreases.

CONDENSATION:-
The process of conversion of a vapour or gas to
a liquid on cooling.

CONDENSATION:-



SUB TOPIC
EVAPORATION, BOILING AND CONDENSATION
Exercise 1.2

Read page 10 and 11 of your text book and do
question 1,2 and 3 given in the yellow box.



Please keep all these ppt
safely as they will help you

recap the topics taught before
your exams.



HAPPY LEARNING


